
Judges Report

Thank you very much for the opportunity to judge at your club show. It was a great honour to be
invited and I thoroughly enjoyed the experience. Everyone made me feel very welcome over the
weekend. The show was very well run with a great atmosphere and my stewards on the day were
absolutely brilliant. Thank you.

The quality of the deerhounds was excellent. Indeed, I felt the quality of the dog entry was better
than in the UK currently. For both dogs and bitches the overall impression was of a significant
number of dogs really being able to do the work originally intended. They were mostly enthusiastic
hounds with power and strength rather than reluctant hounds too heavy and big to work. Most were
in excellent hard condition with the veterans as well being a credit to their owners.

Some areas to examine into the future included a number of deerhounds with quite a flat back. We
are not looking for a roach back but we do need that slight rise over the loin to ensure the back
flexibility of a hound to cope with the Scottish hills and uneven conditions. Without that rise you
can’t get the hind legs reaching far enough forward to produce maximum propulsion and speed at
the fast gallop and help the dog up steep slopes or rocky outcrops. Another area to watch, just as in
the UK, are rather upright fronts. A number of dogs either had a short upper arm or insufficient
return (angulation). Some did lack that front pastern slope with a tendency to knuckle over. This
deprives the dog of its “shock absorbers” and therefore results in a dog more prone to injury
especially when they jump from great heights on the chase. Finally, the finishing touch to a
deerhound is the head and some were a little too heavy with too pronounced a stop.

The coats were excellent, hardly a soft coat present. Some had a little too much trimming in my
opinion (especially on the underline) but overall the coat quality was exceptional with a number
having a lovely harsh, short (but still within the standard) dark coat. This coat I feel provides
sufficient protection but is not too long to get tangled and can dry out for example. There was also
hardly a flat or splayed foot amongst the exhibits which is a real credit to the breeders. Even the
dogs where I mentioned that a tighter foot would be preferred were not nearly as bad as some feet
we see in the UK. Furthermore, in most dogs the front legs were straight and very few had turned
out feet.

Movement on the whole was good. Some dogs were a little close behind, again just as in the UK,
which in part could be due to some exhibits just not having sufficient width at the hip or some
having quite a long second thigh. This although giving the appearance of angulation doesn’t provide
the power or strength which a balanced first and second thigh length provides.

My decisions on the day were very difficult, especially some of the bitch classes, as there was
certainly quality in the overall entry. A number of the places could have easily changed round on
another day. My decisions were based a lot on the movement of the dog and also the profile shape
of the dog on the move. I was looking for dogs which held their top line well on the move (and thus
needed that slight rise over the loin) and were striding our freely with good reach in the front and



good flexion at the hock to drive them from the rear. Further decisions were based on the front
angulation in particular. Overall, I was looking for easy and free movement, curves in the right places
and dogs which I felt would be able to work. I was certainly happy that I had mostly found that in my
winners and placed dogs. Thank you for exhibiting under me and allowing me to go over your lovely
dogs.

Elise Cartmell


